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Next Quarterly Meeting: Hear the Tale & Tour 
the New Delnor Surgery Center

We hope you’ll join us Thursday, September 12, at Northwestern Medicine 
Delnor Hospital, Geneva, IL, for HESNI’s next Quarterly Membership 
Meeting. Please note the 1:00 pm. start time. We will learn about the 
hospital’s nearly completed building addition that will overhaul its surgery 
department. Afterward we’ll tour the two-story addition that will include 
10 new operating rooms and receiving area. At meeting time, the project 
is expected to be in the final week of the first phase, and we’ll see the ORs 
prior to IDPH inspection. Visit www.hesni.org for additional details and 
online registration. HESNI meetings are open to all members free of charge. 
Delnor Hospital is located at 300 Randall Road, Geneva, IL.

We are grateful for the assistance of Bulley 
& Andrews to bring together this interesting 
program and tour. 

2019 Annual Conference Challenged Everyone 
to Drive the Future 

In step with its “DRIVE THE FUTURE” theme, HESNI’s 2019 Annual 
Conference agenda presented tips and tools healthcare facility managers 
can use to transform goals into action. The two-day conference, May 2-3, 
at the NIU Conference Center, offered two seminar tracks with 17 one-
hour presentations on timely, pertinent topics. There were technical talks 
that demonstrated ways to gain better control of chiller plant operation, 
water safety, energy management, and electrical infrastructures. There 
were also management seminars that delivered examples of better 
capital planning, patient care and comfort, project management, team 
building, and diversity. In his keynote presentation, ASHE President 
Dean Prufahl discussed future challenges for healthcare facilities while 
also describing ASHE’s new Strategic Plan. Herman McKenzie, The Joint 
Commision’s Acting Director, focused his update on current trends 
and top- scored standards in Environment of Care and Life Safety. Day 
2 began with a welcome opportunity to laugh along with Dr. Stuart 
Robertshaw (Dr. Giggles) who examined “The Healing Power of Humor.” 
There was something for everyone among the hundreds who visited the 
seminar rooms.

Conference goers also gathered knowledge about new technology and 
resources for healthcare products and services showcased at more 
than 70 exhibits housed in four areas inside the conference center. As a 
major source of financial support to provide HESNI’s Annual Conference 
each year, the contributions of our exhibitors and sponsors , cannot be 
overstated.
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HESNI Summer Social: Our Day at the Races

Outdoors at Arlington Racetrack is a fine way to spend a warm summer afternoon, whether seated in the grandstand, trackside at the rail, or atop the saddle of 
a fast, young colt with the itch to sprint! HESNI members at the June 21 Summer Social enjoyed the action from (almost) all three vantage points on the first day 
of summer! When they weren’t at the betting window or trackside admiring the horses, they were relaxing under one of the large Marquis tents, HESNI’s private 
clubhouse for the afternoon, sharing a cold cocktail or delicious barbecue with other happy faces. It was the first day of summer 2019 and what a way to start 
off the season!
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Doug Marks — Our Professional Affiliate Member of the Year

Doug Marks may not be HESNI’s longest 
active member, but in his six-year 
affiliation he has been one of its most 
visibly active. There haven’t been many 
occasions where his face was missing at 
quarterly meetings, annual conference, 
social activities or community service 
projects. At each event, you usually 
won’t note only his presence but also his 
interest and participation in what’s going 
on. These are some of the reasons, Doug 
Marks is our Professional Affiliate Member 
of the Year in 2019.

For most of his 30 years with Temperature 
Equipment Corporation (TEC), Doug has 
called on contractors and end users of the 
company’s HVAC equipment and services. 
In his current role as Director of Customer 
Relations, however, he now focuses 
mainly on end users and their needs 
beyond the point of installation. Whether 
this means following up on equipment 
performance, sharing new technology and 
options or other changes that can lower 
their bottom line, it’s all about customer 
support.

What drew Doug to HESNI? His work for 
TEC has led him down a path of discovery 
introducing him to many great people and 
interesting new markets, and drawing 
him to HESNI and other professional 
groups. “I think the meetings are a great 
opportunity to keep a finger on the pulse 
of the ever-changing healthcare industry, 
understand its challenges, and get to 
know its people,” Doug said. Doug has 
also enjoyed all the opportunities to meet 
members while volunteering at annual 
community service projects and having 
fun at social events like the Indoor Race 
in January. “I like things that go fast,” he 
added.

A native of the Finger Lakes region of 
New York state, between Syracuse 
and Rochester, Doug earned a Civil 
Engineering (BET) degree from the 
Rochester Institute of Technology. He 
worked briefly for Gould Pumps before 
moving to Illinois and joining TEC. Doug 
now makes his home Naperville, IL, where 
he lives with his wife Cindy. The “empty 
nesters” have raised three adult children.
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HESNI Gathers More “Friends of the Chicago River”

Ashley Auer

Bryron Baugher

Angela Coe (& kids, Lauryn 
& Lawrence)

Angel Contreras

Bekah Dau

Dave Dierking

Vickie Farini

Joe Fracasso

Mark Hanicits

Kurt Martz

Marguerite O’Connell

Ryan Ollie

Kathleen Perkins

Wendy Peterson

Kevin Pranaitis

Brittany Remec

Mike Rosso

Vince Shanahan

Jessica Sherwood

Fred Shroeder

William Titus

Amanda Titus

Larry Wilson

There are over 150 miles of riverbank along the Chicago River, “through the heart 
of downtown Chicago, past forest preserves and parks, and all kinds of urban and 
suburban communities…It is the lifeblood of the region,” states the Friends of the 
Chicago River. Perhaps that is why HESNI has returned to the river for each of the past 
three annual community service days sponsored by the “Friends.”

On May 11, the team of more than 20 HESNI members, family members and friends 
pitched in to plant flowers and in other ways beautify the newly developing river 
front park known as “Big Marsh,” on Chicago’s far south side. In addition to HESNI’s 
financial support as one of the sponsors, our hard-working volunteers added a 
generous measure of care and muscle to prepare the ground and cultivate the area for 
new growth. 

It was the first visit to this area along the river, said HESNI Board Member Wendy 
Peterson, who has coordinated several annual community service projects. As Big 
Marsh is still in development there wasn’t nearly as much trash here, which allowed 
more time for other needs to be addressed. Wendy was assisted by Jessica Sherwood 
who arranged lunch for the hungry workers, compliments of the Leopardo Companies 
travelling catering wagon. We thank all of the volunteers named here who became the 
best Friends of the Chicago River on this Saturday spring morning. 
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Are You Receiving HESNI 
Notices? If Not…

The majority of HESNI’s 
nearly 600 members 
are classified as “Full 
Members” (who are 
employed at hospitals 
or other healthcare 
facilities). The 

membership committee is touching base with full 
members in an effort to ensure that their contact 
information is up to date. We thank everyone 
who replied to recent email queries to confirm or 
update their information. 

If you do receive a future email from the 
committee requesting your help, please give 
them a few moments of your time. Click on 
the link in the email message to view your 
membership listing online. It only takes about 
a minute or less to complete the process. (You 
may be asked to log in to the Member section 
at www.hesni.org, if not already logged in.) 
Your assistance will be appreciated and assure 
that future HESNI event notices are received by 
everyone. For help updating your file or logging 
in, please email membership@hesni.org.

Website Update: When You Have to Log In

Except for the Annual Conference in the spring, typically attendance at all HESNI events is limited 
to current members. It also requires online pre-registration while logged in at the website. Most 
members already know how to enter the “Member Area”; however, at some time you may still have 
difficulty logging in. If repeated attempts are unsuccessful, the best cure may be to create a new 
password. Here’s how to do it:

At the bottom of the log-in box, click on the “Forgot Username/Password?” link. In the next screen 
enter your email address and press the SUBMIT button. An email will be sent to your address with 
another link that will bring you back to the webpage where you can reset your password. That’s all 
it takes. For help logging in, please email membership@hesni.org.
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HESNI Members, Chapter Honored at 2019 ASHE Conference

Several HESNI directors joined other members in 
Baltimore for ASHE’s Annual Conference, July 14-
17. There they extended their continuing education 
opportunities at the professional and technical 
programs offered during the three-day gathering. 
Leadership seminars offered the chance to share ideas 
with other chapter leaders from around the country.

HESNI members were honored as recipients of ASHE 
awards. York Chan, Advocate Aurora Health, whose 
years of outstanding service and contributions to HESNI 
are matched at the national society, was presented 
ASHE’s Crystal Eagle Award for 2019. ASHE annually 
recognizes one outstanding ASHE member “for his 
or her excellent leadership qualities, innovation, and 
overall contribution to ASHE and/or the field of health 
care engineering and facility management.”

HESNI President Mark Hanicits proudly accepted 
another award, this one for HESNI’s inclusion as one of 
ASHE’s Platinum Elite Chapters, the top-ranking chapter 
award for performance for a given year in several 
categories of operation.

Attending HESNI members also gathered to enjoy a little 
of Baltimore’s seafood followed by an early evening 
cruise of inner harbor sights.
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Welcome to Our Newest Members

MEMBERS
Christopher Bastier
OSF Healthcare

Beth Briggs
Mercyhealth

Ricardo Castillo
DuPage Medical Group

Nicholas Cole
Amita

Giuseppe Demetrio
Edward Hospital

Harshad Doshi
UChicago Medicine

Cullen Fenoughty
Hendricks Regional Health

William Flanagan
Northwestern Memorial CDH

Brad Fleming
Edward-Elmhurst Health

Jeremy Fortier
Medxcel (AMITA Health)

Kenneth Grigsby
Adovocate Illinois Masonic Medical 
Center

Joe Hernandez
Northwestern Memorial Hospital

Thaddeus Jedrzejak
Advocate Aurora Health

Matthew Kohut
Medxcel Facility Management

James McArdle
Vista Medical Center

Mark Mieszala
Linden Oaks Hospital

Thomas Nelson
Northwestern Medicine

Steven Rook
Advocate Aurora Healthcare

David Sunden
Meryhealth

Thomas Todro
The Joint Commission

AFFILIATE MEMBERS
Matt Akre
Tee Jay Service Company Inc.

Shayan Beg
Watertech of America, Inc.

Tracy Callaway
Cumming Corporation

Spencer Craig
Eriksson Engineering Associates, 
Ltd

Brian Forsythe
Pepper Construction Company

Tim Helm
DMI Medical

Jay Jaros
Gallagher Bassett Services, Inc.

Jillian Jungels
Tee Jay Service Company 

Barry Koncel
Jensen & Halstead, Ltd.

Peter Nustra
Aero Building Solutions

Ron Petrucci
BMS CAT

Mike Rosso
Leopardo Companies, Inc.

Terry Till
Contech The Fire Alarm Company

Catherine Tojaga
CT Mechanical

Tom White
HEPACART

Kirk Williams
Safe Step LLC

Tom Worley
Excel Mechanical Services

How You Can Benefit from ASHE Membership

ASHE members represent a diverse group of professionals who work to optimize the health care physical environment. When you join 
ASHE, you gain access to a robust network of 12,000 professionals who are passionate about delivering safe and effective patient care 
environments. Plus, you will have access to several trusted resources to further enhance your experience as a professional working in 
health care. If you are not already an ASHE member, maybe it’s time to look into the possibilities and benefits of membership.
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We thank you 2019 Sponsors

PLATINUM SPONSORS 

GOLD SPONSORS 
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We thank you 2019 Sponsors

SILVER SPONSORS 
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